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ROYAL COURT 

(Matrimonial Causes Division) 

30th November, 1988 

Before: Commissioner P.R. Le Cras, and 

Jurats BJampied and Le Boutillier 

Summons by the defendant seekmg to discharge 

or, in the alternative, vary the injunctions 

Imposed by virtue of the Order of Justice in 

the above action and seeking an order for 

costs on a full indemnity basis. 

Advocate A.P. 8egg for the plaintiff 

Advocate P.C. Sine] for the defendant. 

(parties Cited previously discharged) 
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THE COMMISSIONER: In our v1ew, the terms of the injunction go further than js 

required. They go far beyond seeking to preserve assets and rather, have the 

effect of bemg injunous and penal. It is also our view that there was not 

sufficient full and frank disclosure in Mrs. ['j- affidavit. In particular, 

we see no reason why the properties should not have been properly and fairly 

descnbed and we see no description of the effects which would be likely to 

arise from the imposition of the injunction. An injunction is not to be 

granted as a matter of course. There is to our 'mind no evidence in the 

affidavit, other than the aJJegation of slyness, that Mr. f" is about to 

d1spose of his assets in the Island. We have in mind that three and a half 

months went by after the ouster proceedings, that Mrs. E: is m a 

position to have checked sales of those propert1es owned by Mr. £: m 

his personal name, and that "oppositions" were possible, as indeed they are 

now. Alternatively, a fresh injunction is possible if proper grounds are 

shown. An mjunction is an exercise of extraordinary jurisd1ctwn and care 

must be taken when applying for one that the criteria are met. 

FinaJJy, we should say that it is our view that this injunction was a 

bargaining counter rather than an attempt to preserve assets and that this is 

an improper use of procedure. The injunction IS therefore d1scharged. 
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